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ABSTRACT

Rust is an emerging programming language which aims to provide
both safety guarantee and runtime efficiency, and has been used
extensively in system programming scenarios. However, as Rust
consists of an unsafe language subset unsafe, Rust programs are
still vulnerable to severe security attacks whichmay defeat its safety
guarantees. Existing studies on Rust security focus on the detection
of vulnerabilities but seldom consider the bug fix issues. Meanwhile,
it is often time-consuming and error-prone for Rust developers to
understand and fix bugs manually, due to Rust’s advanced language
features. In this paper, we present Rupair, an automated rectifi-
cation system, to detect and fix one sort of the most severe Rust
vulnerabilities—buffer overflows, and to help developers release
secure Rust projects. The key technical component of Rupair is a
novel security oriented lightweight data-flow analysis algorithm,
which makes use of Rust’s two primary intermediate representa-
tions and works across the boundary of Rust’s safe and unsafe
sub-languages. To evaluate the effectiveness of Rupair, we first
apply it to all 4 reported buffer overflow-related CVEs and vulnera-
bilities (as of June 20, 2021). Experiment results demonstrated that
Rupair successfully detected and rectified all these CVEs. To testify
the scalability of Rupair, we collected 36 open-source Rust projects
from 8 different application domains, consisting of 5,108,432 lines of
Rust source code, and applied Rupair on these projects. Experiment
results showed that Rupair successfully identified 14 previously
undiscovered buffer overflow vulnerabilities in these projects, and
rectified all of them. Moreover, Rupair is efficient, only introduced
3.6% overhead to each rectified Rust program on average.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rust is a new programming language designed to help program-
mers write more secure and reliable system software, by employing
a combination of compiler static and runtime checking. The main
design philosophy for Rust is to inherit most features from C/C++,
but to rule out safety issues in C/C++ [33], to achieve good per-
formance without sacrificing safety guarantees. As a result, Rust
has gained popularity in the past several years, and has been used
successfully to build system software like operating system kernels
[44, 47, 68], browser kernels [14], file systems [58], databases [15],
cloud services [9], blockchains [4], and so on.

The Rust language can be divided into two sub-languages. The
first one is the safe sub-language, consisting of a group of novel lan-
guage features to support secure system programming. These safe
features, including ownership [7], borrow and move [2], safe con-
currency [77] etc., have been studied extensively. Existing research
efforts, such as Patina [66], KRust [72], Rustbelt [38], Rust2Viper
[34], RustHorn [55], etc., have successfully formalized (or mecha-
nized) safety properties for this safe language subset of Rust.

In order to support arbitrary low-level operations and provide
more flexibility to programmers, Rust introduced the unsafe sub-
language with the unsafe [10] feature. Recent research [31] has
shown that Rust’s unsafe feature is used extensively by real-world
Rust projects, about 50% of these projects used unsafe directly
or in function call chains. Technically, this unsafe sub-language
allows any operations that the Rust compiler cannot check for safety
properties statically, thus may break the safety guarantees of the
language. Due to the existence of this unsafe sub-language, severe
threats happened on Rust programs [64] and a large number of
vulnerabilities were reported. There have been significant research
efforts to build practical safety analysis tools to help programmers
detect bugs [54, 82].

However, all these aforementioned research efforts have severe
limitations: they only detect the existence of bugs, instead of help-
ing Rust developers fix the buggy code. Once a bug is detected,
manually bug fixing for Rust programs is not only time-consuming,
but also error-prone for several reasons. First, Rust’s advanced pro-
gramming features and their complex interactions pose challenges
for developers, especially accounting for the average expertise of
Rust developers is relatively low, as shown in Figure 1. Second, Rust
is a relatively young language, and has undergone major changes
in the past several releases, manually fixing programs for these
incompatible releases is laborious. As a result, an automated vul-
nerability fix approached is expected to help Rust programmers
develop secure programs. Otherwise, existing bug detection tools
only benefit attackers to exploit buggy Rust programs.
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Figure 1: The overall expertise of Rust. (According to the of-

ficial Rust developer survey [8], few programmers tend to

claim expertise on Rust, and the peak is at 7.)

There have been a significant of studies to help programmers
fix vulnerabilities automatically. The proposed techniques target
different languages such as C [67], Java [19], Java bytecode [24], and
recently, Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) bytecode [81]. However,
the existing techniques cannot be applied to rectify vulnerabilities
in Rust programs directly, because 1) the Rust language consists
of some novel language features, such as ownerships [7] and ex-
plicit lifetimes [6], which do not exist in other languages; 2) most
vulnerabilities in Rust arise from interactions between Rust’s two
safe and unsafe sub-languages [64], which does not appear in
other languages and requires new techniques to handle. Thus, it’s
a challenge to develop automatic program repair techniques to fix
vulnerabilities in Rust programs.

In this work, we present our first step towards an automatic recti-
fication and protection infrastructure for buggy Rust programs. We
designed and implemented an automated vulnerability detection
and rectification system, Rupair, to fix one sort of the most severe
vulnerabilities, buffer overflows, in Rust programs. The key techni-
cal insight behind Rupair’s design is that vulnerabilities in Rust pro-
grams have certain insecure patterns, it is feasible to fix these bugs
by identify and revise these patterns [64]. Rupair takes the follow-
ing key steps to identify and rectify buffer overflow vulnerabilities:
1) Rupair identifies buffer overflow vulnerabilities with a novel
data-flow analysis algorithm parameterized by overflow patterns,
which scans across the safe and unsafe sub-languages boundaries,
this step also addresses the aforementioned technical challenge;
2) Rupair confirms the existence of buffer overflows using Sat-
isfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solving techniques [20], which
generates concrete counterexamples, this also reduces the false
positives considerably; 3) Rupair conducts semantic-preserving
program transformation to rectify the identified vulnerabilities; 4)
for Rust programs that automatic rectification may have undesir-
able side effects or may break functionality consistence, Rupair
constructs rectification suggestions and sends these suggestions
back to developers, which may help them to rectify the bugs easier.

To evaluate Rupair, we first build datasets for experiments and
analysis. First, we searched and collected all reported buffer over-
flow related CVEs and vulnerabilities [64], and have identified 4

of them (as of June 20, 2021). Second, we selected and collected 36
open source Rust projects, from 8 different domains, consisting of
a total of 5,108,432 lines of Rust source code. The principal guiding
the data selection process is to select as many domains as possible,
and in each domain to select as many representative projects as
possible. Though not a perfect metric, we measure "representative"
by the number of downloads or stars of the corresponding projects
on GitHub. As a result, the domains we selected cover a wide range
of applications, and represent the typical usage scenarios of the
Rust language.

With these datasets, we performed experiments and have ob-
tained interesting insights and findings by analyzing the experiment
results. First, to evaluate the effectiveness of Rupair, we applied
it to all the 4 previously discovered vulnerabilities and CVEs. To
testify whether the rectified Rust programs are secure, we simulated
the attacker with both practical program analysis tools and real-
world exploits. Experiment results showed that all Rust programs
rectified by Rupair are bug-free and thwart all exploits.

Second, to testify the generality of Rupair, we utilized it on the
collected 36 open source Rust projects. Experiment results showed
that Rupair reported 29 buffer overflow vulnerabilities, among
which 14 are real buffer overflow vulnerabilities (48.3%) (validated
both by the Z3 solver and manual validation. To validate the normal
functionalities of the rectified Rust projects, we conducted regres-
sion testing and found none of programs encountered execution
inconsistency.

Finally, we conducted performance experiments, and found that
it took Rupair 1853 milliseconds to analyze the 5,108,432 lines
of Rust source code (2757 LOC per millisecond). Moreover, the
experiment results showed that the overhead for the 36 rectified
projects is 3.6% on average.

These experiments and results indicate that Rupair is both ef-
fective and efficient in identifying and rectifying buffer overflow
vulnerabilities in real-world Rust projects.

To our knowledge, this work is the first automatic vulnerability
rectification and protection system for Rust. To summarize, this
work makes the following contributions.

• We present the first automated vulnerability identification
and rectification approach for Rust programs. The core of
this approach is a new security related data-flow analysis al-
gorithmwhich scans across the safe and unsafe sub-language
boundaries.

• We develop a fully automatic software tool prototype Ru-
pair. This prototype is integrated with the above data-flow
analysis algorithm, and leverages Satisfiability Modulo The-
ory (SMT) solving to generate concrete counterexamples
which can trigger the vulnerabilities. For rectifications that
may alter the semantics of the Rust programs, this proto-
type generates a detailed report which may help the Rust
developers.

• We conduct systematic experiments, to testify the effective-
ness, generality, and performance of this software prototype.
Experiment results indicate this prototype is both effective
and efficient in rectifying real-world buffer overflow bugs in
Rust programs. In addition, this prototype reveals previously
undiscovered vulnerabilities.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the background and motivation for this work. Section 3 discusses,
in detail, the design and implementation of the Rupair prototype.
Section 4 presents the experiments we performed along with the
datasets we used, and answers the research questions based on
the experiment results. Section 6 discusses the related work, and
Section 7 concludes.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section presents background and motivation for this work.
Targeting on buffer overflow vulnerabilities in Rust programs, we
have observed that a large portion of these vulnerabilities following
common patterns. This fact indicates that these vulnerabilities can
be identified and fixed through a unified approach. In the following,
we first present examples to illustrate the common patterns. Then,
we present the motivation for an automated rectification algorithm,
which generates secure Rust source code by fixing these vulner-
abilities. Thus, the security level of the entire Rust ecosystem is
significantly improved.

2.1 Unsafe and Buffer Overflow Patterns

Although Rust is designed to be a safe system language, it contains
an unsafe sub-language, which is the root cause for most vulnera-
bilities in Rust programs including buffer overflows [31, 64, 76]. In
this section, we present the details.

The unsafe Rust. To provide better support for low-level sys-
tem programming and enable Rust developers to write efficient
programs, Rust introduced the unsafe language feature [10]. An
unsafe code block may contain arbitrary statements that the Rust
compiler cannot check safety statically, thus defeats the Rust lan-
guage’s strong guarantee of safety. Figure 2 presents typical usage

1 unsafe fn dangerous(){}

2 extern "C" { fn abs(input: i32) -> i32; }

3 unsafe trait Foo { ... }

4 unsafe impl Foo for i32 { ... }

5
6 fn f() {

7 let mut num = 5;

8 let r1 = &num as *const i32;

9 let r2 = &mut num as *mut i32;

10 let r3 = num as *const i32;

11 unsafe{

12 println!("r1={},␣r2={}", *r1, *r2);

13 *r3 = 6;

14 dangerous();

15 abs(-3);

16 }

17 }

Figure 2: The unsafe Usage Scenarios in Rust

of unsafe code: the code at line 1 declares an unsafe function, and
the code spanning from line 11 to 16 is an unsafe code block.

This code is not complicated but illustrates all the 5 typical us-
age scenarios [10] of the unsafe feature in Rust: 1) raw pointer

dereference, the code at line 8 and 9 take addresses of the variable
num, and create an immutable pointer r1 and a mutable pointer r2,
respectively. However, dereferencing raw pointers, such as r1 or
r2, is dangerous, as the Rust compiler cannot guarantee these point-
ers point to valid memory statically, thus, pointer dereferencing
operations *r1 or *r2 should be placed in an unsafe block (line
12). Similarly, the variable num can be casted into a raw pointer r3
directly (line 10), and the direct memory assignment is dangerous
and should also be placed in the unsafe block (line 13). It should be
noted that casting a reference into a raw pointer is safe (line 7 to 10),
it’s only dangerous to access memory through these raw pointers
(line 12 and 13); 2) unsafe or foreign function invocations, if a
Rust function is marked unsafe explicitly (line 1), or is a foreign
function (the abs() foreign C function at line 3), the invocations of
such functions are dangerous and should be placed in an unsafe
block (line 14 and 15); 3) unsafe trait, a trait is unsafe if at least
one function in it is unsafe (line 3, omitting the code in the trait
Foo as it’s unimportant), thus the concrete implementation of the
trait is also unsafe (line 4). According to Rust specification [13],
there are two more unsafe usage scenarios in Rust: static variable
modification and union field access; however, these two features are
rarely used in real-world Rust projects. The unsafe feature offers a
challenge to the claim of Rust as a safe language. Recently, there
have been a lot of research [29, 31, 49, 62, 64] to develop safety
mechanisms to achieve Rust’s vision of "pragmatic safety".

Buffer overflow patterns. Rust programs make extensive use of
the unsafe feature to process buffers (i.e., vectors in Rust), because
existing studies [64] have shown that buffer access in unsafe code
is 4-5x faster than that in safe code, due to the absence of range
checking. However, such unchecked buffer access can lead to severe
overflows. Similar to previous research on bug taxonomy [79, 80],
we categorize these bugs into 4 patterns, according to whether
cause and effect are in safe or unsafe code: safe → safe, safe →
unsafe, unsafe→ unsafe and unsafe→ safe. In the following, we
use the symbols 𝑆 and𝑈 to stand for safe and unsafe, respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates the four patterns of buffer overflows. The
buffer buf1 is both allocated and accessed in safe code, thus belongs
to the pattern 𝑆 → 𝑆 . Similarly, the buffer buf2, buf3 and buf4
belongs to the patterns 𝑆 → 𝑈 ,𝑈 → 𝑈 , and𝑈 → 𝑆 , respectively.

Buffer allocation arguments should also be checked for integer
overflows [78], which may further trigger buffer overflows (i.e., the
IO2BO bug pattern). For instance, the arguments of allocation at
line 4 in Figure 3 may lead to integer overflows (it may allocate a
vector of length 0), so buffer access at line 8 may lead to overflows,
despite that the index p+j-1 is always in bound.

Finally, it should be noted that as Rust compiler allocates all sorts
of buffers in a single process address space, so any overflows in the
unsafe block will corrupt the whole process memory [51].

2.2 Automated Rectification

We argue that the aforementioned buffer overflow pattern can be
rectified through systematic program analysis and transformation.
In this section, we propose an approach to automatically rectify
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1 fn f(int i, int j, int k, int m) {

2 let mut buf1 = Vec::new();// S → S

3 buf1[i] = 10;

4 let buf2 = Vec::with_capacity(j * 4);// S → U

5 let buf4: Vec<i8>;

6 unsafe{

7 let p = buf2.as_ptr();

8 *(p + j - 1) = 20;

9 let mut buf3 = Vec::new();// U → U

10 buf3[k] = 30;

11 buf4 = Vec::with_capacity(k + m);// U → S

12 }

13 buf4[k + m] = 1;

14 }

Figure 3: Buffer Overflow Patterns. (The 4 patterns are writ-

ten as 𝑆 → 𝑆 , 𝑆 → 𝑈 ,𝑈 → 𝑈 and𝑈 → 𝑆 , respectively.)

insecure Rust programs, by generating secure and correct Rust
target programs.

Bug detection. Among all the 4 patterns, both 𝑆 → 𝑆 and𝑈 → 𝑆

patterns are safe, as Rust always enforces range checking for buffer
access in safe code. Hence, only patterns 𝑆 → 𝑈 and 𝑈 → 𝑈 can
trigger buffer overflows. Furthermore, as the pattern𝑈 → 𝑈 is very
similar to bug patterns in C/C++ and has been thoroughly studied
[67, 78], so the only pattern of interest in this work is the pattern
𝑆 → 𝑈 . To detect this kind of bug pattern, we should design and
implement a data-flow analysis algorithm, starting from all the use
sites of some buffer b in an unsafe block, to calculate b’s definition
sites in safe code (Section 3.3). Consider the program in Figure 3,
the buffer buf2 used at line 8 is defined at line 5. It should be noted
that a full-fledged data-flow algorithm is required here, because
the Rust programs being analyzed may contain complicated data
dependency generally. For instance, the buffer buf2 can be casted
into a pointer p to access memory through it (line 7 and 8), here a
standard alias data-flow analysis [17] is necessary.

Program rectification. After detecting bug candidates, Rupair
applies the following techniques to rectify these bugs and generate
secure and correct Rust programs. First, Rupair leverages SMT
solver to valid the bugs, by generating counterexamples (Section
3.4). Second, data guards are generated and inserted for each buffer
access in unsafe code blocks. Third, buffer allocation arguments
are checked and transformed in a semantic-equivalent manner, to
guarantee functionalities irrelevant to the insecure case are not
affected (3.5); finally, Rupair rectifies the bugs and validates the
rectified programs (Section 3.6 and 3.7).

3 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present the design and implementation of Rupair
in detail. Designed to automatically fix insecure cases with typical
insecure code patterns in Rust programs, Rupair takes as input the
Rust source code and output secure Rust code without any buffer
overflow vulnerabilities.

3.1 The Architecture

The architecture of the Rupair software prototype is given in Fig-
ure 4. Rupair consists of several key modules. The frontend takes
as input the Rust source programs, and builds both abstract syn-
tax tree (AST) and MIR intermediate representations. Next, the
analyzer module scans the two intermediate representations, by
using a data-flow analysis algorithm, to identify buffer overflow
candidates. The solver module validates real buffer overflows from
these candidates, by generating concrete counterexamples, and
triggering overflows. The rectification module rectifies the buggy
programs by a semantic-preserving program transformation. Next,
the validation module validates the functionality equivalence be-
tween the rectified programs with the original ones, and generates
the rectified programs, along with rectification reports to the Rust
developers.

In the following sections, we present design and implementation
details for each module.

3.2 The Frontend

The frontend of Rupair takes as input the Rust source files, and
builds two intermediate representations: the Rust abstract syntax
trees (AST) and the MIR. The AST is a tree representation of the
source programs, especially, AST contains necessary source type
informations for analysis in latter phases. The MIR is a control-flow
graph (CFG) representation, in which each block is a sequence of
statements. Blocks are connected by directed edges, which repre-
sents possible control transfers.

Rupair performs several rounds of static analysis on both AST
and MIR in advance, to collect important information: 1) unsafe
blocks, only functions that contain unsafe blocks will be further
processed by latter modules; 2) variables’ types, with a focus on
variables having vector types; 3) source maps, mapping between a
node in AST and the corresponding node in MIR. All these informa-
tion will be used by the following phases, especially the data-flow
analysis algorithm.

The design of Rupair differs from previous systems dramatically,
in that it leveraged two IRs for Rust programs. The key reason for
such a design will be discussed in Section 5.

3.3 Analysis Algorithm

Identifying precisely all buffer overflows statically is an undecidable
problem, thus fixing all potential buffer overflows is intractable. We
thus design an analysis algorithm, which is conservative in theory,
but we have found it to be effective and efficient in practice. The
key idea for this analysis algorithm is to: 1) identify all uses 𝑢 of
buffers in any unsafe code block 𝐵, which can be performed by a
static program analysis, and 2) use a backward data-flow analysis to
locate the definition 𝑑 for each variable use 𝑢, whenever 𝑑 satisfies
some predefined buffer overflow detection criteria 𝑄 .

Algorithm 1 takes as input both a Rust program 𝑃 and a set of
overflow patterns𝑄 , and calculates and returns a set of buffer over-
flows candidates, in 𝑅. First, this algorithm builds an abstract syntax
tree𝐴 and a MIR𝑀 as aforementioned in Section 3.2. The algorithm
visits each unsafe block 𝑢 in the tree 𝐴, and calculates a set of live
(thus used) variables in the block 𝑢 by function liveVars(). The
liveVars() function implements the standard liveness analysis
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Figure 4: Rupair Architecture

Algorithm 1 : Calculating buffer overflow candidates
Input: 𝑃 : The Rust program; 𝑄 : patterns used by heuristics
Output: A set of overflow candidates 𝑅
1: procedure Cal-overflows(𝑃 , 𝑄)
2: 𝑅 = 𝜙

3: 𝐴,𝑀 = buildAstMir(𝑃 )
4: for each unsafe block 𝑢 ∈ 𝐴 do

5: 𝑣𝑠 = liveVars(𝑀 , 𝑢)
6: for each variable 𝑣 ∈ 𝑣𝑠 do

7: if type(𝑣) == Vec<T> then

8: 𝑑𝑠 = defSites(𝑀 , 𝑣)
9: for each 𝑑 : 𝑣 = 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐 (𝑒) ∈ 𝑑𝑠 do

10: if 𝑑 ∈ safe block of 𝐴 and 𝑒 ∈ 𝑄 then

11: 𝑅 ∪ = 𝑑

12: return 𝑅

analysis algorithm as found in any compiler literature, thus deserve
no further explanation. Next, this algorithm iterates each live vari-
able 𝑣 of any specific buffer type Vec<T> for some generic type
parameter T, and calculates variable 𝑣 ’s possible definition sites 𝑑𝑠 .
The calculation for 𝑑𝑠 implements a variant of the standard reach-
ing definition data-flow algorithm from program analysis. Next, the
algorithm examines each definition site 𝑑 for the variable 𝑣 , and
insert 𝑑 into the buffer overflow candidates set 𝑅, when 𝑑 is de-
clared in the safe code block and belongs to the overflow detection
patterns in 𝑄 . Finally, the algorithm returns the calculated set 𝑅
containing all buffer overflow candidates.

Three important details in this algorithm deserve further expla-
nations. First, this algorithm, like any static analysis algorithms,
is conservative due to the incomplete nature of static analysis for
runtime behaviors. For instance, consider the following Rust code
fragment:

1 fn f(int x){

2 let mut buff = Vec::with_capacity(100);

3 unsafe{

4 if(x>=0)

5 buff[100] = 2;

6 else buff[20] = 3; } }

the variable buff lives at both line 5 and 6, thus the algorithm
identifies the buffer allocated at line 2 as a candidate. However, as
the execution of the if statement at line 4 is control-dependent on
the variable x, the buffer overflow will only be triggered for input
variable 𝑥 ≥ 0 (the notorious off-by-one bug). In despite of the
conservativeness, we have observed, in our experiment (Section 4),
that this algorithm is effective in practice with low false positives.

Second, this algorithm makes use of a pattern set 𝑄 , to specify
possible forms of overflows. The pattern set𝑄 is created in twoways.
First, we systematically studied the Rust language specification [13],
to identify all possible forms of overflows. For instance, the Rust
language does not check overflows for arithmetic operations but
allows wrapping around semantics by default [1], this fact indicates
that all arithmetic operations, such as 𝑒1 ⊕ 𝑒2 should be added
to the set 𝑄 , where both 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 are expressions and ⊕ is any
binary operators. Similarly, Rust does not check overflows for type
coercions [3], but adopts the C language convention to truncate
larger integers to smaller ones. Second, we systematically studied all
discovered Rust bugs and CVEs [64], and identified buffer overflow-
related bug patterns. Although this heuristic-based approach to
create the pattern set𝑄 is not technically complicated, it’s laborious,
taking 2 persons a month to finish. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the key benefit of parameterizing this heuristics-base algorithm
with the pattern set 𝑄 is that new overflow patterns can be added
without changing the algorithm.

Finally, for a Rust function with𝑀 variables and 𝑁 statements,
the runtime complexity of this algorithm is 𝑂 (𝑀 ∗ 𝑁 ). However,
we have observed, during experiments, that this algorithm is very
efficient, for most benchmarks, it runs in nearly linear time.

It should be noted that this algorithm is intra-procedural thus
efficient. Although it’s of no difficulty to scale this algorithm to a
inter-procedural one, by creating a global call graph for the program
being analyzed. However, doing so will slow down the analysis
significantly, and we have found during experiments that this algo-
rithm is effective in processing most programs.
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3.4 Counterexample Generation

To identify real overflows from all the overflow candidates reported
by the algorithm, we designed and implemented an automatic over-
flow validation module. The key insight for the design of this mod-
ule is to generate counterexamples, by leveraging Satisfiability
Modulo Theory (SMT) solvers.

Rupair’s current implementation uses the Z3 solver [27] to gen-
erate counterexamples. The Z3 solver is selected, amongmany other
solvers such as CVC4 [21], UCLID [42], etc., for several of its key
advantages: 1) Z3 has complete support for linear arithmetic theory,
which is used heavily by Rupair; 2) Z3 supports many convenient
language bindings such as C/C++, Python, OCaml, and Java etc.,
Rupair makes use of its Python binding; 3) we have found that Z3
is efficient enough to process the constraints generated by Rupair.

There are three steps to generate counterexamples using Z3. First,
Rupair generates constraints from Rust program’s intermediate
representations using Python binding; second, Rupair drives Z3 to
process these constraints and generate concrete counterexamples;
finally, Rupair feeds these counterexamples into the verifier module
to justify the correctness by triggering overflows.

To testify the correctness of the counterexamples, Rupairmakes
of an instrumentation-based approach, in which Rupair explic-
itly sets variables values of the generated counterexamples and
performs regressions. A promising approach to speed up the over-
flows triggering is program slicing [16, 22, 75] to slice the relevant
program fragments automatically, but we have found the instru-
mentation approach is efficient enough in our experiments, thus
leave the use of slicing a future work.

3.5 Rectification

After real buffer overflows are identified, Rupair rectifies the buggy
programs by semantics-preserving program transformations. Ru-
pair adopts two steps to finish the rectification: argument lifting
and guard insertion.

Argument lifting. For the identified buffer overflow candidate
programs, Rupair first lifts function call arguments by defining a
transformation function L(·) on an expression 𝑒: L(𝑒) ⇒ 𝑒 ′:

L(𝑓 (𝑒1 ⊕ 𝑒2)) ⇒𝑇1 𝑥1 = L(𝑒1); (1)
𝑇2 𝑥2 = L(𝑒2);
𝑇3 𝑦 = 𝑥1 ⊕′ 𝑥2;
𝑓 (𝑦);

where the operator ⊕ stands for an arbitrary concrete operator such
as +, −, ∗, /, etc.. Although this transformation looks straightfor-
ward, it’s subtle to implement. First, the transformation function
L(·) is recursive, in that it transforms the sub-expression 𝑒1 and
𝑒2 recursively. Second, the transformation function L(·) is type-
preserving, it synthesizes types 𝑇1, 𝑇2 and 𝑇3 for the newly gener-
ated variables 𝑥1, 𝑥2 and 𝑦, respectively. Rupair makes use of the
type information on Rust program ASTs to synthesize these types.
Finally, the transformation function L(·) can be generalized to any
function with 𝑛 arguments 𝑓 (𝑒1, . . . , 𝑒𝑛), in which each argument
𝑒𝑖 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 can also be transformed by the equation (1).

Guard insertion. Rupair inserts specific data guards ⊕′ for arbi-
trary operator ⊕. A data guard is sequence of statements performing

certain data validity checks. Rupair builds a secure library to per-
form secure operations using data guards. Rupair uses Rust’s trait
feature to define the secure operations, and the trait SafeLib
trait SafeLib<T>{

fn checked_plus(&self, T y);
fn checked_sub(&self, T y);
...
fn on_flow(&self);

}

contains not only safe wrapper functions, such as check_plus etc.,
but also overflow handling functions, such as on_flow(). The key
advantage of using a trait with a type parameter T is that this trait
can be used with any data types that may have overflow bugs. With
this secure library, Rupair performs guard insertion following a
simple yet effective template-driven strategy as defined by:

𝑥 ⊕′ 𝑦 = 𝑥 .checked_ ⊕ (𝑦) (2)
.on_flow(Error :: new(”Overflow for ⊕ ”))?;

By utilizing such data guards, Rupair checks the corresponding
operations and precludes attacks.

It should be noted that as guard insertion replaces insecure oper-
ations by secure counterparts, and inserts extra security checking
code into the rectified programs, this rectification incurs runtime
overhead. However, experiment results (Section 4) demonstrate
that this overhead is negligible for most test cases.

3.6 Validation

Automated program rectification may have undesirable side effects
to change the programs’ semantics or behaviors. In order to valid
the normal functionalities of the rectified programs and to compare
the semantic equivalence of the rectified programs with the original
ones, Rupair makes use of two strategies to validate the rectified
programs: regression and trace validation.

Regression. For the rectified programs, Rupair performs regres-
sion testing using the test cases distributed with each programs.
Although it’s well known that regression is incomplete, it is a well
established and effective method for program testing, and Rupair’s
experiment results have shown this strategy is quite effective in
practice.

Trace validation. Rupair also borrows the idea of trace validation
from fuzzing [69] to check the equivalence between the rectified
programs and the original ones. To be specific, Rupair records the
execution traces by inserting random numbers into the head of each
basic block in the programs’ control-flow graphs. After running the
programs, Rupair collects and compares the two execution traces
for equivalence. Although this strategy is more complicated and
requires more engineering efforts to implement, it’s more powerful
than the regression-based strategy as two programs with same
outputs may take different execution traces.

Translation validation [60] is a more powerful approach to prove
program equivalence, which is successful to prove the semantic
equivalence of compiler optimizations. However, as program rec-
tification described in this work does alter program semantics for
the buggy programs, the translation validation technique can not
be used in this scenario.
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Table 1: A Micro Benchmark of Ground Truth in the Data Set

CVE or programs App Patching Time Description Pattern Checked &
Fixed?

Address
Santinizer

CVE-2018-1000810 rust 2018-09 Creates a vector by repeating a
slice n times.

Safe→ Unsafe Yes No

RUSTSEC-2017-0004 base64 2017-05 Calculate the base64 encoded
string size, including padding.

Safe→ Unsafe No No

bfa13247 redox-ralloc 2018-06 Allocate fresh space that the
space is allocated through a BRK
call to the kernel.

Safe→ Unsafe Yes No

fe905ed1 redox-relibc 2019-02 Allocate space. Unsafe → Unsafe Yes No
array-mul NA NA Array and num multiplication. Safe→ Unsafe Yes No
array-sum NA NA Two array sum. Safe→ Unsafe Yes No

binary-search NA NA Binary search algorithm. Safe→ Unsafe Yes No
find-duplicate NA NA Find the number of duplicates in

the array.
Safe→ Unsafe Yes No

find-median NA NA Looking for the median number
of two positive sequences.

Safe→ Unsafe Yes No

sorted-array-merge NA NA Combine two ordered arrays. Safe→ Unsafe Yes No

3.7 Rectified Program Generation

After buffer overflows are identified and rectified, Rupair generates
as outputs the rectified programs, along with rectification reports
to the Rust developers.

Rectified program generation. As Rupair is designed to be a
source-level rectification tool, it generates Rust source code for
programs that are rectifiable.

Rectification report generation. Together with the rectified Rust
programs, Rupair also generates a rectified report to the develop-
ers. For the successfully rectified programs, Rupair generates a
summary containing the detailed description of the rectified pro-
gram fragments. For buggy programs that automated rectification
may have side effects, Rupair records them as "Unrectifiable" and
reports suggestions to the developers for further manual inspection
and rectification.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of RU-
PAIR. Specifically, we aim to answer the following research ques-
tions:
RQ1: Effectiveness. As Rupair is proposed to automatically fix
buffer overflow bugs in Rust programs, is it effective in fixing such
vulnerabilities in Rust programs and real-world CVEs?
RQ2: Scalability. As Rupair is designed to automatically detect
and fix buffer overflow vulnerabilities, how scalable is it and does
it identify or fix previously undiscovered buffer overflow bugs in
real-world Rust projects?
RQ3: Correctness. As Rupair is designed to automatically fix
insecure Rust programs, how accurate is Rupair in fixing these bugs
and assuring the functionality consistency between the rectified
programs and the original ones?
RQ4: Cost. As Rupair is introduced to help Rust developers gen-
erate secure programs and may instrument the insecure source

code, what’s the performance of Rupair? Does Rupair introduce
additional cost to the rectified programs?

4.1 Experimental Setup

We execute the latest Rust compiler version 1.51.0. All experiments
and measurements are performed on a server with one 4 physical
Intel i7 core (8 hyperthread) CPU and 8 GB of RAM running Ubuntu
18.04.

4.2 Data Sets

We select Rust projects to build data sets. There are three principals
guiding our creation of data sets.

First, to testify the effectiveness and correctness of Rupair, we
need to build a benchmark of ground truth. We built a micro bench-
mark of ground truth consisting of 10 buggy Rust programs as
shown in Table 1. These test cases are created in two different ways:
1) we included all 4 known buggy programs from the public CVEs
into our data set (the first 4 rows); and 2) we manually developed 6
other buggy Rust programs. It should be noted that the sole purpose
of these micro benchmarks is to testify Rupair’s effectiveness, not
performance or cost, so the size of these benchmarks is irrelevant.

Second, to testify the scalability, performance and cost of Rupair,
we aim to conduct experiments on real-world Rust projects. We
systematically collected publicly available and open source Rust
projects. In order to cover as many Rust usage scenarios as possible,
we aim to include as many domains in our study as possible. As a re-
sult, we collected Rust projects from 8 different domains: databases,
operating systems, gaming, image processing, cryptocurrency, se-
curity tools, system tools, and Web. These domains cover the most
important usage scenarios of Rust. Furthermore, in each of above
domains, we select as many representative Rust projects as possible.
However, as with any open ecosystem, there exists a long-tail of
projects in Rust that are small, largely unused or unmaintained.
Therefore, we perform experiments on the more popular projects
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Table 2: 36 Real-world Rust Projects in the Data Set

Domains # Projects LOC in Rust Files of Rust GitHub Stars
Avg. Min Max Avg. Min Max Avg. Min Max

Database 4 114238.0 7139 258379 316.5 35 661 4075.0 1100 9200
Operating System 3 71014.0 13396 174924 307.0 117 676 1810.7 432 2800

Gaming 4 57313.0 11410 182129 225.5 49 671 2587.0 948 6400
Image Processing 3 14171.7 9370 20976 52.0 37 66 1565.3 996 2400
Cryptocurrency 5 171778.2 2351 336798 583.0 6 1338 6520.0 3200 15800
Security tools 4 11621.2 2154 28460 73.5 9 174 1729.5 667 3900
System tools 7 7920.9 1223 22681 36.7 4 94 5171.4 2300 13000

Web 6 39989.6 14723 66384 144.8 68 225 22820.0 6800 75000

in our data set. As we download these Rust projects from both
the central Rust repository and GitHub, we measure popularity by
having the higher downloads or GitHub stars.

The selected domains and projects are presented in Table 2. For
each of the 8 domains included, we give the numbers of selected
projects in the corresponding domain, the sizes of these projects
(measured by lines of source code), the numbers of Rust source files,
and the GitHub stars.

In total, there are 36 projects, with 3 to 7 projects in each selected
domains, respectively. These projects are selected based on their
importance and popularity in the corresponding domain, according
to the aforementioned data set selection criteria.

4.3 RQ1: Effectiveness

To answer RQ1, we first evaluated Rupair against the micro bench-
marks in the data set (i.e., the ground truth). In total, Rupair success-
fully identified 9 buffer overflow vulnerabilities in 10 benchmarks,
and Rupair successfully generates a rectified patch for each of the
9 benchmark (the 6th row in Table 1). The only program Rupair
failed to analyze is RUSTSEC-2017-0004. A further investigation
reveals that this program contains a function call, thus Rupair is
unable to analyze due to its intra-procedural design decision (as
discussed in Section 3.3). For such rare cases, Rupair constructs a
report and sends to Rust developers for further manual inspection
and rectification.

In order to verify whether Rupair has actually fixed the insecure
code for each test case in this benchmark, we used the following
strategies to conduct verification. First, we applied the state-of-the-
art techniques, i.e., program analysis tools, to analyze these Rust
programs and compare with Rupair.

To be specific, we used AddressSanitizer [11], a fast and widely-
used memory error detector, to scan these benchmarks. As the last
row in Table 1 shows, the AddressSanitizer failed to detect any vul-
nerabilities in these benchmarks. We further analyzed the results
and investigated the root causes. The AddressSanitizer used instru-
mentation to insert specific range checking code to the programs
being analyzed, and linked the programs with prebuilt shared li-
braries. However, as the prebuilt AddressSanitizer libraries only
check a program against concrete inputs, thus it is unable to iden-
tify potential buffer overflow if the concrete inputs are in range. On
the other hand, Rupair checks the array index symbolically using
SMT solvers, it can identify potential overflows by constructing
counterexamples.

Second, we extracted the semantics of the patch generated au-
tomatically by Rupair against the patch submitted for the CVE
vulnerability or the original correct program that we manually
constructed, and compared the program semantics to confirm the
correctness of the patch generated by Rupair.

Finally, we evaluated whether the rectified programs by Rupair
can defend against real-world attacks. To replay such attacks, we
collected historical attack data for existing CVEs [5], and replayed
them on the rectified Rust programs. Consequently, the experi-
ment results showed that all the rectified programs defeat these
attacks. This demonstrated that the Rupair can protect Rust pro-
grams against real-world attacks.

The above experiments demonstrate that Rupair is effective in
identifying and rectifying buffer overflow bugs.

4.4 RQ2: Scalability

To answer RQ2, we applied Rupair to the benchmarks in our
data set in Table 2, with 36 real-world Rust projects and a total
of 5,108,432 lines of Rust code.

In Table 3, we present the projects for which RUPAIR reported
buffer overflow vulnerabilities. In total, RUPAIR reported 29 buffer
overflow warnings in 9 projects, by the Algorithm 1. Among these
warnings, 14 were confirmed to be true buffer overflow vulnerabili-
ties by the SMT solver Z3. We present the accuracy numbers 𝐴 in
the last row of Table 3, and 𝐴 is calculated by

𝐴 = 𝐵/𝑊,

where 𝐵 and𝑊 stand for number of bugs andwarnings, respectively.
The accuracy is 48.3 on average, for all the programs.

4.5 RQ3: Correctness

To answer RQ3, we validate whether the functionalities of the
rectified programs and the original ones are consistent. To conduct
such validations, we use the test data distributed with each project
to perform regressions. We executed each Rust program twice,
separately on the rectified program and the original one, from the
same execution state. Then, we compare the outputs from the two
executions. If the outputs are the same, then the rectification is
marked as "PASS"; otherwise, an inconsistency is reported to the
Rust developer.

Note that the above approach to guarantee the correctness of
the rectified programs is incomplete, because different execution
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Table 3: Experiment Results on 36 Rust Projects with

5,108,432 Lines of Rust Code

Project Description Warnings Bugs Accuracy (%)
redox-os an OS 10 6 60.0
tikv a KV database 5 1 20.0
servo a Web browser 2 1 50.0

actix-web a web framework 2 0 0.0
deno a game engine 2 2 100.0

citybound a simulation game 2 2 100.0
nebulet a microkernel 2 0 0.0
resvg an SVG library 2 2 100.0
zcash Zerocash protocol 2 0 0.0
Total NA 29 14 48.3

trace may generate the same output. Thus, we also leveraged a
trace validation approach, as we discussed in Section 3.6.

In our evaluation, all the rectifications to the 14 buffer overflow
vulnerabilities identified by Rupair, are proved to be correct.

This experiment demonstrated the correctness of Rupair.

4.6 RQ4: Cost

To answer RQ4, for each rectified programs, we measure the size
increment, the runtime overhead Rupair introduced into the pro-
grams being rectified, and the performance of Rupair.

Size Increment. For each rectified programs, Rupair inserted 15
extra MIR instructions, and 29.75 x86-64 assembly instructions, on
average. Such size increments are insignificant.

Cost. To understand the runtime overhead Rupair introduced
into the rectified programs, we further compare the execution time
for each rectified program with its corresponding insecure program.
In Table 4, we presented the execution time (in microsecond), along

Table 4: Execution Time for Programs before and after the

Rectification (in millisecond)

CVE or project Rectified? Before After Loss (%)
CVE-2018-1000810 Yes 372 384 3.2
RUSTSEC-2017-0004 No NA NA NA

redox-ralloc Yes 3700 3846 3.9
redox-relibc Yes 3813 3958 3.8
array-mul Yes 10336 10551 2.1
array-sum Yes 19589 19976 2.0

binary-search Yes 8014 8202 2.3
find-duplicate Yes 18352 18441 4.9
find-median Yes 3702 3839 3.7

sorted-array-merge Yes 5686 6070 6.7
Average NA NA NA 3.6

with the performance loss. The loss 𝐿 is calculated by

𝐿 = 𝐴/𝐵 − 1,

where 𝐴 and 𝐵 stand for execution time after and before the recti-
fication, respectively. The loss is between 2.0% and 6.7%, with an
average of 3.6% for all programs.

This experiment shows that the extra cost Rupair introduced is
low and insignificant.

Performance. Furthermore, to gain an understanding of the per-
formance of Rupair, we conducted experiments to measure the
time Rupair spent in rectifying each of the Rust projects. In Figure
5, we presented the running time Rupair used to scan each of the

Figure 5: Performance of Rupair on the 36 Rust Projects

36 projects. The 𝑥−axis shows the projects, in an increasing order
of code sizes. The 𝑦−axis on the left shows the sizes of each project
(lines of code) in base-10 log scale. The 𝑦−axis on the right shows
the execution time for each project (in milliseconds) also in base-
10 log scale. This result demonstrated that the execution time of
Rupair increases linearly to the sizes of programs. It takes Rupair
1853 milliseconds to analyze the 5,108,432 lines of Rust source code
(2757 LOC per millisecond).

This experiment demonstrates that Rupair is efficient to analyze
real-world large Rust projects.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we report some lessons learned during the design
and implementation of Rupair, and present some future research
directions. It should be noted that this work represents the first step
towards detecting and rectifying buffer overflow bugs in real-world
Rust projects, and demonstrates that it can effectively detect and
rectify real CVEs and memory bugs.

5.1 Intra- and Inter-procedural Analysis

An intra-procedural program analysis operates on a procedure
granularity, whereas an inter-procedural analysis analyze the whole
program. We have 3 primary goals for Rupair: 1) it should be
effective to identify and fix real-world CVEs; 2) it should be efficient
to analyze large Rust projects; and 3) it should incur low cost.
Experiment results have demonstrated the use of an intra-function
analysis as in this work is successful in achieving these goals. On
the other hand, it should be noted that the architecture of Rupair
(Fig. 4) is neutral to any concrete analysis algorithm, as long as
the algorithm works on Rust AST or MIR. To implement such an
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inter-procedural algorithm, one would build a call graph 𝐺 , and
visit graph edges reversely from the use-to-def in𝐺 . Although the
use of an intra-procedural algorithm should not be considered as
a limitation of this work, we believe it is worthy to explore the
effectiveness of an inter-procedural algorithm in future work.

5.2 Organization of the rustc Compiler

The current rustc compiler leverages three primary intermediate
representations: 1) AST (also called HIR), the high-level abstract
syntax trees close to Rust program sources ; 2) MIR, a control-flow
graph-based middle-level IR for program analysis and optimiza-
tions; and 3) LLVM, the low-level LLVM [45] byte code representa-
tion for target code generation. In an early design of Rupair, we
have tried to perform the buffer overflow analysis and program
rectification solely on the MIR representation, as it’s straightfor-
ward to implement the analysis in this work by leveraging MIR’s
existing static analysis framework.

However, our implementation experience has demonstrated that
such a design is not suitable to our purpose in this work. The key
difficulty is that the MIR is relatively low-level, and does not carry
the required source code information necessary for this study. To be
specific, MIR does not maintain the unsafe code block information,
which makes Algorithm 1 difficult to implement. Although the
query feature of rustc make it possible to make use of 1) the AST,
to obtain the necessary source program information; and 2) MIR, to
implement the analysis algorithm, we believe the analysis will be
easier to implement if MIR is annotated with necessary information
in a future compiler version.

5.3 Other Rust Vulnerabilities

This paper only discussed the detection and rectification of buffer
overflow memory bugs. Although memory bugs are pervasive and
severe, existing studies have demonstrated Rust programs are also
vulnerable to concurrency bugs [64]. Due to the distinct nature of
memory and concurrency bugs, we leave the study of concurrency
bugs to future work.

6 RELATEDWORK

In recent years, the study of security and reliability of Rust language
has drawn much research attentions, and there are a significant
amount of research on automated program repair. However, the
work in this paper stands for a novel contribution to these fields.

6.1 Rust Security

Security of Rust features. Evans et al. [31] performed a large-
scale empirical study to explore how software developers are using
unsafe Rust in real-world Rust libraries and applications. Xu et
al.[76] performed an in-depth analysis regarding the culprits of real-
world memory-safety bugs and extracted three typical categories.
Qin et al.[64] conducted the first empirical study of safety practices
and safety issues in real-world Rust programs and had a particular
focus on how Rust ownership and lifetime rules impact developers.
However, these studies only study some specific unsafe features,
but don’t consider automatically fixing bugs like our work.

Rust Semantics Formalization. Reed[66] presented a formal se-
mantics for Rust that captures the key features relevant to memory
safety. LAMQADEM et al.[43] presented a formalization of the Rust
static semantics that includes lifetime inference. Wang et al.[72] de-
signed a formal operational semantics of Rust capturing ownership,
ownership moves and borrows and formalized the semantics in the
K framework. CRUST [71] is a bounded model checker designed to
verify the safety of Rust libraries implemented using unsafe code.
RustBelt [39] provided the first formal safety proof for a realistic
subset of Rust. Dang et al. [26] extended the RustBelt project and
added support for the weak memory model widely used in the Rust
library. Other researchers [34] [18] [30] conducted semi-automated
verification on Rust programs using Viper [59], a verification plat-
form based on separation logic. This approach has also been used to
deal with unsafe code [18], generics and type traits [30]. Matsushita
et al. [55] proposed a novel method for CHC-based program verifi-
cation, and formalized the semantics for a core language of Rust.
However, the focus of these studies in on formalizing the feature
semantics, and do not discuss the identification and rectification of
bugs.

Rust Security Tools. Zhang et al.[83] constructed a tool VRLife-
Time to help programmers reason about lifetime-related errors. Luo
et al. [65] built RustViz, a tool that generates an interactive timeline
depicting ownership and borrowing events for each variable. Light
[48] proposed Reenix, a Unix-like operating system kernel. Amit et
al. [46] used Rust to develop a new embedded operating system for
microcontrollers called Tock. Facebook posted Libra [12], which
used Rust to implement its underlying blockchain. However, a ma-
jor limitation of these studies is that none of these tools can identify
or rectify buffer overflow bugs.

6.2 Automated Program Rectification

Automated program rectification has been the subject of recent
study in the software engineering research community. And the
research efforts can be divided into two categories: the search-based
method and the semantic-based method.

The Search-based Program Rectification. GenProg [74] is one of
the earliest work on search-based program repair technology, by
using genetic programming to guide the generation and verification
of patches. Weimer et al. [73] proposed an AE (Adaptive Equiva-
lence) method to optimize GenProg, which identifies semantically
equivalent patches based on approximate semantic equivalence
relations, and reduces the number of candidate patches. Long et al.
[52] proposed the SPR method, which generates patches through
the parametric patch mode with the help of abstract values, which
effectively reduces the number of candidate patches generated.
Long et al. [53] further proposed the Prophet method to optimize
the ranking of candidate patches and verify the correct patch first.
Debroy and Wong [28] proposed a program repair method based
on mutation testing, which generates patches with the help of mu-
tation operators in mutation testing. Qi et al. [63] select a random
search algorithm in the candidate patch search process to obtain
a more effective patch search strategy. Kim et al. [41] proposed
the strategy of mining open source projects along with the PAR
method, and summarized code modification templates. Tan et al.
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[70] suggested to use Anti patterns to prohibit conversion opera-
tions, so as not to modify the template to restrict the search space
of candidate patches.

The Semantics-based Program Rectification. Nguyen et al. pro-
posed SemFix [61] to use the Tarantula defect location method [37]
to infer the sentences containing the defect and to fix them. Mech-
taev et al. [56] proposed the DirectFix approach to improve the
readability and comprehensibility of generated patches, by lever-
aging the program synthesis technique [35]. In order to repair
larger-scale defective programs, Mechtaev et al. [57] proposed the
Angelix, which uses lightweight constraints for code synthesis.

Domain-specific Program Rectification. Many studies apply au-
tomatic program repair methods to specific domains. For instance,
CFix [36] and HFix [50] propose repair strategies for data races and
order violations in concurrent programs. ConcBugAsssit [40] and
DFixer [23] studied program defect repair methods for deadlock
problems in concurrent programs. Cornu et al. [25] proposed NPE-
fix to fix null pointer exceptions in Java. Gao et al. [32] proposed
LeakFix to detect and repair memory leaks in C programs.

However, all the above researches cannot be used directly for
fixing Rust buffer overflow vulnerabilities, due to Rust’s two safe
and unsafe sub-languages, and its unique security features.

7 CONCLUSION

In this research, we propose Rupair, the first automated program
rectification system to identify and fix buffer overflow bugs in Rust
programs. The key novelty of Rupair is a data-flow based analysis
algorithm which works across the safe and unsafe sub-languages
of Rust. We conduct a number of experiments to apply Rupair
on micro benchmarks of real CVEs and vulnerabilities, and on
real-world Rust projects. The experiment results demonstrated that
Rupair is effective in identifying and rectifying real buffer overflow
bugs, including the previously unknown ones. In addition, Rupair
is efficient and the cost introduced is low.
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